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Abstract— Over the last decade low density parity check (LDPC) codes
have received significant attention due to their superior error correction
performance, and have been adopted by recent communicationstandards
such as 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GBASE-T), digital video broadcasting
(DVB-S2), WiMAX (802.16e), Wi-Fi (802.11n) and 60 GHz WPAN
(802.15.3c). While there has been much research on LDPC decoders and
their VLSI implementations, many difficulties to achieve requirements
remain such as lower error floors, reduced interconnect complexities,
smaller die areas, lower power dissipation, and design reconfigurability
(run-time) to support multiple code lengths and code rates.

This paper provides an overview of current research in LDPC
decoder algorithms and architectures that are well suited for hardware
implementations. Near and long-term trends of next generation LDPC
requirements are made and an analysis of how current architectures
will fare with the increasing demands on throughput, BER performance,
power dissipation, and chip area (among others) that will benecessary
for the widespread adoption of LDPC codecs in near-future applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Error correction plays a major role in communication and storage
systems to increase the transmission reliability and achieve a better
error correction performance with less signal power. LDPC codes
have recently received a lot of attention because of their superior error
correction performance, and have been adopted by many communi-
cation standards (wired, wireless and broadcasting) and applications.

LDPC codes were used in the second generation of digital video
broadcasting satellite (DVB-S2) [1] for the first time in 2003 and
recently were adopted by other digital TV standards such as DVB-
T2 (terrestrial), DVB-C2 (cable). These standards requirevery high
code lengths (for very good error performance), with multi-code rates
(for different modes of operations) and with medium throughput
requirement. For example, DVB-S2 specifies LDPC codes of length
64800 bits and 16200 bits, with 11 different codes rates, anda
135 Mbps decoding throughput.

In wireless applications, both WiMAX (802.16e) [2] and WiFi
(802.11n) [3] adopted LDPC codes as an optional coding scheme.
Similar to broadcasting standards, they specify LDPC codesof
different lengths and rates (802.16e has 19 different code lengths)
and medium throughput in the range of 40 Mbps-340 Mbps.

In contrast, the 10 Gbit Ethernet copper (10GBASE-T) standard [4]
specifies a high code rate LDPC code with a fixed code length of
2048 bits, with a very high decoding throughput of 6.4 Gbps, and a
very low error floor (BER = 10−14).

Although there is no standard for magnetic recording hard disks,
they demand high code rate, low error floor, and high decoding
throughput (e.g., rate-8/9 LDPC decoder with 2.1 Gbps through-
put [5]).

There are six primary criteria that must be considered in an LDPC
decoder design based on the application requirement and these are its
silicon area, speed, energy dissipation per bit, latency, error floor and
error performance gap from the Shannon limit. This paper provides
an overview of current research on LDPC decoders and looks atthe
near- and long-term throughput and power dissipation requirements
of future applications and the challenges for LDPC decodersthat
must be addressed in order to meet them.
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Fig. 1. Parity check matrix (upper) and Tanner graph (lower)representation
of a 12 column (N ), 6 row (M ), column weight 2 (Wc), row weight 4 (Wr),
24 edge, LDPC code with information length 7 (K). The first check node
and variable node processing steps are highlighted in the parity check matrix
and Tanner graph.

II. LDPC CODES AND MESSAGEPASSING ALGORITHM

A (Wc, Wr)(N, K) regular LDPC code is characterized by an
M × N binary matrix which is called theparity check matrixor H

matrix, a column weightWc, and a row weightWr. LDPC codes are
also defined by a bipartite (Tanner) graph consisting of two sets of
nodes:M check nodes andN variable nodes. Total number of edges
(connections) between variable node and check nodes isN ×Wc, or
M × Wr.

The iterative message passing algorithm, called Sum Product
(SPA) [6] is the most widely used LDPC decoding method. Min-
Sum algorithm (MS) [7] is a reduced complexity decoding method
which reduces the complexity of the check node processing unit.

The conventional message passing algorithm consists of two
phases: check node processing which generatesα and variable node
processing which generatesβ. The check node processing output in
MinSum is computed as follows:

αij = SMS ×
Y

j′∈V (i)\j

sign(βij′ ) × min
j′∈V (i)\j

(|βij′ |) (1)

where eachαij message is generated using theβ messages from all
variable nodesV (i) (excludingVj) connected to check nodeCi as
defined by the Tanner graph. The scaling factorSMS is included to
improve error performance in MinSum, and this decoding method is
called MinSum Normalized [8], [9].

In variable node update, which is identical to the SPA version,
eachβij message is generated using the noisy channel information
(of a single bit),λj , and theα messages from all check nodesC(j)
connected to variable nodeVj (excludingCi), as defined by the tanner
graph and is computed as follows:

βij = λj +
X

i′∈C(j)\i

αi′j (2)

Decoding can repeat iteratively until a preset maximum number of
iterations is reached. However, for large signal to noise ratio values
the majority of blocks can be corrected after a small number of
iterations. Thus the circuit power is lowered by stopping the decoding
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Fig. 2. Throughput of reported full-parallel and partial-parallel LDPC
decoder ASIC implementations versus year

process as soon as a valid codeword is detected— this is called early
termination check scheme. A standard method is to make a decision
(zero or one) for each variable node at the end of each iteration and
then check if all parity constraints are satisfied.

III. LDPC DECODERARCHITECTURES

The check node and variable node processing steps do not require
very sophisticated operations. However, the major challenge is map-
ping these processing nodes into hardware in order to minimize the
communication between these nodes under stringent cost constraints
for silicon area, throughput and energy dissipation.

In full-parallel decoders [10], [11], [12], [13], each row and each
column of the parity check matrix is directly mapped to a different
processing unit and all these processing units operate in parallel.
Although full-parallel decoders provide the highest throughput and re-
quire no large memory element such as SRAMs to store intermediate
messages, they suffer from large circuit area and routing congestion,
which are caused by the large number of processing units and very
long global wires between them [10].

Partial-parallel designs [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] parti-
tion the parity check matrix into rowwise and columnwise groupings
such that a set of check node and variable node updates can be done
per cycle. This partitioning can potentially limit practical partial-
parallel designs to regular structured LDPC codes. The irregularity of
random codes causes partitioning to be difficult due to the memory
addressing problems inherent with the irregular placementof “ones”
in the parity check matrix [21].

Figure 2 shows the throughput of reported ASIC designs (measured
or post-layout implementations) versus year for full-parallel and
partial-parallel decoders. The tick marks along the right side of the
plot indicate the maximum throughput requirement for five popular
standards. Because they are not efficient, there are not manyreported
full-parallel decoder implementations. All decoders for DVB-S2,
802.16e and 802.11n standards which require reconfigurablehard-
ware to support different code lengths and code rates are partial-
parallel.

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the decoding throughput and the energy
dissipation per bit of the decoders versus CMOS technology,respec-
tively. In order to fairly compare throughput and energy dissipation,
implementations with an early termination scheme are excluded.
A curve is shown connecting data points that have the maximum
throughput and minimum energy per given technology in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), respectively. As shown in the figures, in general, most partial-
parallel decoders have lower decoding throughput and higher energy
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Fig. 4. Parity check matrix of a quasi-cyclic code consisting of b×b columns
andm × b rows, with n × b permuted identity submatrices.

dissipation than full-parallel decoders in each technology. However,
as shown in Fig. 3 (c) (where the curve connects the smallest die area
per given technology) full-parallel decoders have larger circuit area
than partial-parallel decoders. Also note that, in general, the number
of edges in LDPC codes, which is an indication of code complexity,
has increased as technology advances (Fig. 3 (d)).

IV. CURRENTRESEARCH ONLDPC DECODERS

Current research has focused on the decoding algorithm, code
design and VLSI implementation to meet the demands for current
applications which were discussed in Section I. These requirements
are: very low error floor, hardware reconfigurability, very high
throughput and high energy efficiency.

A. Error Floor Reduction

Although message passing decoding for LDPC codes have shown
a very good error performance, most LDPC codes have a major
drawback known as an error floor and this is when the error
performance curve’s slope of descent suddenly becomes shallow [23].
Usually this happens when a small number of check sums are not
satisfied because of a very small number of errors. A trappingset is
defined as a set of variable nodes that are connected to a smallnumber
of odd degree check nodes [24], [23]. If errors happen on variable
nodes in the trapping set, the messages from such a small number
of check nodes are most probably not sufficient to correct these
errors, which can result in an error floor. Current studies tolower
the error floor has focused on better code construction techniques,
code concatenation with conventional codes such as Reed-Solomon
or BCH and decoding-based strategies. The latter consists of two-
stage decoding. The first stage is usually the regular message passing
scheme, the second stage is performed only if the iterative decoding
fails to correct the errors after some iterations. The recent proposed
post-processing methods perform a message biasing scheme [25] on
check nodes or bit flipping on selective variable nodes [24].Both of
these schemes are followed by another iteration of a regularmessage
passing scheme.

B. Efficient Reconfigurable Decoder Design

LDPC codes by nature have a very random structure that makes
them very inefficient for hardware implementations. A new class
of hardware efficient codes are called Quasi-Cyclic (QC) [26] or
block-structured LDPC codes [27] and have shown comparableerror
performance as randomly structured codes. The parity checkmatrix
of these codes consists of square sub-matrices, where each sub-matrix
is either a zero matrix or a permuted identity. An example is shown
in Fig. 4, which defines a matrix withn × b columns which is the
code length andm × b rows with b × b submatrices. This structure
makes the memory address generation for partial-parallel decoders
very efficient and many communication standards such as DVB-S2,
802.11n and 802.16e use this structure.
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Fig. 3. Throughput, energy dissipation per bit, silicon area and number of edges (check node and variable node connections in Tanner graph) of reported LDPC
decoder ASIC implementations versus CMOS technology. For throughput and energy plots the implementations with early termination scheme are excluded.
Also for the area plot, full-parallel implementations withreduced routing schemes such as Split-Row [12], Split-Row Threshold [11] and bit-serial [22]
methods are excluded for a fair comparison. The idealized contour in the throughput plot is obtained through linear scaling with technology (S); in the energy
plot it is obtained through linear scaling with technology and quadratic scaling with voltage (V); and in the area plot itis obtained through quadratic scaling
with technology.

A generic architecture for a reconfigurable decoder maps each
submatrix or multiple submatricies to a memory block or register file
and connects them to variable and check node processors through
a reconfigurable routing scheme. A controller generates addresses
for memory access and defines the interconnections for different
modes. Overlapped check node and variable node processing [28],
also known as Turbo decoding message passing (TDMP) [29] or
Layer decoding [30], is used for Quasi-Cyclic codes to enhance the
throughput [14], [31], [17], [18]. Depending on the code structure it
may require reordering row and columns of the parity check matrix
for efficient address generation [18]. To reduce the area andpower
consumption, block-serial scheduling is used [31] and register files
are proposed [18]. For further power reduction, shared processors and
memory blocks that are not used are deactivated [32].

C. Routing Congestion Reduction

As shown in Section II, full-parallel decoders can potentially
have the highest throughput and energy efficiency but because
of high routing congestion caused by long global wires between
processors they are not efficient to build. The reduced complexity
decoding “Split-Row” methods have shown significant reductions
in routing congestion through message passing reduction incheck
node operation [33], [12]. These methods achieve this by partitioning
the parity check matrix columnwise intoSpn partitions where
the check node operation in each partition is simultaneously and
almost independently computed. The parity check matrix example in
Fig. 5 highlights the first row processing using Split-Row with two
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Fig. 5. Parity check matrix example, highlighting the first row (check node)
processing using Split-Row, with nearly independent and simultaneous check
node processing inC1Sp0 andC1Sp1.

partitions. As shown in the figure, each check node connects to only
two variable nodes instead of four, which results in less processor
and interconnect complexity.

Split-Row modifies the check node update (Eq. 1) of MinSum
Normalized in the following:

αij:Spn = SSR ×
Y

j′∈V (i)\j

sign(βij′)

| {z }

Sign Calculation

× min
j′∈VSpn(i)\j

(|βij′ |)

| {z }

Magnitude Calculation

(3)

where VSpn(i) represents theV (i) variable nodes only contained
in partition Spn on row i. In original Split-Row, the only com-



munication between check node partitions per row is via a single
sign bit wire. Therefore, as shown in Eq. 1 the sign computation
remains the same as MinSum. In addition, a new scale factorSSR is
required to normalizeα. Due to the loss of global information among
the partitions, Split-Row suffers from a 0.3 to 0.7 dB reduction in
performance depending on the level of partitioning.

The recent “Split-Row Threshold” algorithm adds a threshold
(T ) signal that can partially recover the lostmin() information by
adding a 1-bit global signal with very few additional logic blocks.
It is shown that significant error-performance recovery is achieved
with only 0.07 dB loss from MinSum Normalized [34], [35]. In
addition, greater levels of partitioning are accessible atlesser error-
performance loss and will enable designs of fully-paralleldecoder
architectures that have increased throughput and energy efficiency,
and reduced area and power [11]. A 10GBASE-T full-parallel decoder
with Spn = 16 partitioning, implemented in 65 nm CMOS operates
at 195 MHz at 1.3 V with an average throughput of 92.8 Gbps
with early-termination enabled. Low power operation at 0.7V gives
a worst case throughput of 6.5 Gbps—just above the 10GBASE-T
requirement—and an estimated average power of 62 mW, resulting
in 9.5 pJ/bit [36]. Decoder area is 4.84 mm2 with a final post-layout
area utilization of 97%. Compared to a MinSum Normalized full-
parallel implementation in the same technology and with thesame
design flow, this decoder has 2.6 times higher logic utilization, is
4.1× smaller, 3.3× faster, 4.8× more energy efficient and has only
0.22 dB performance loss atBER = 10−9.

V. FUTURE APPLICATIONS AND LDPC DECODERCHALLENGES

Recently, there has been an increased demand for wireless-capable
devices and it is expected to see continuous growth of wireless
technology adoption not only in cellular but also in broadcasting
and connectivity applications [37]. Due to the increased demand for
high throughput and reliability in future wireless standards there is a
need for more sophisticated signal processing and coding schemes.
For example, a rate-compatible LDPC code has been proposed for
IEEE 802.16m (under development), which is the next generation
of WiMAX for 4G, targeting 100 Mbps mobile and 1 Gbps fixed
throughputs [38]. LDPC codes have also been proposed for wireless
high definition video transmission (WirelessHD) in the 60 GHz
frequency band, which achieves a raw airlink data rate of 2.2Gbps
and decoding throughput of 1.6 Gbps [39].

In addition, future devices will not only have to allow reconfig-
urability for different environments but also must supportdifferent
communication standards [40], [41]. This will lead towardsdramatic
increases in computations and the silicon areas required even with the
technology scaling. Thus, future decoder hardware for these standards
not only must support different code sizes/rates, but also enable
shared hardware between standards for silicon area savings.

Also, as shown in Fig. 3, there is not much improvement in
throughput and energy dissipation as technology advances.One
reason is that code size and the decoding algorithm complexity
have, on average, increased for these decoders (Fig. 3 (d)).Thus,
technology improvement can mostly negate the effects of increased
algorithm/code complexity but cannot drive improvements in the
throughput and power. Therefore, to meet the required throughput and
power dissipation of future reconfigurable applications, new decoding
algorithms and architectures are required.

The advent of digital television (DTV) broadcasting has enabled
high definition television services for both stationery andmobile
devices. Unfortunately, current DTV standards are not well-suited

for mobile devices. Although mobile devices do not require high-
resolution images due to their small screens, they require complicated
signal processing and error correction algorithms with lowpower
dissipation [42]. Current digital TV standards use multi-level coding
(also called code concatenation) for very low error floor operation.
For the next generation of broadcasting standards, there will be an
attempt to remove the code concatenation step with better LDPC code
construction. For example, the LDPC code in the new generation
satellite broadcasting in China, ABS-S, achieves a frame error rate
lower thanFER = 10−7 (the same as DVB-S2 with BCH code
concatenation) without concatenation [43].

On the other hand, wireless medical technology has created
opportunities in new methods of preventive care using biomedical
implanted devices [44]. Long battery life is very critical in these
devices due to the high cost of replacements, therefore the device
must be designed for minimum energy consumption (10µW to
10 mW [45]). Using error correction improves the error performance
and thus helps lower the transmit power to achieve a certain SNR.
However, the power dissipation of encoder circuits must be ultra low
to meet the implant transmit power requirements. It has beenshown
that the most energy-efficient system choice depends on the distance
between implant device (in vivo) and receiver (ex vivo) [46]. Usually
uncoded systems work well within a short range (≤ 0.5 m) but for
longer distances, especially between 4 m to 10 m, a sophisticated
coding scheme is more energy efficient. For example, a proposed
rate 1/2 LDPC encoder has 7.2 dB coding gain over an uncoded
system and dissipates 1331µW in 90 nm CMOS and 0.9 V [46].

LDPC codes have also received a lot of attention in hard diskswith
magnetic recording channels. Recent advances in magnetic recording
are aimed at densities up to 2 Terabits per square [47]. To achieve
such a high density with high system reliability, powerful coding
schemes with efficient hardware implementations are required. The
current iterative decoding system in most hard drives use a multi-
level coding scheme which consists of an inner code, such as LDPC,
and an outer code, such as Reed-Solomon (RS), to correct the
remaining errors. For the next generation of hard disks, it is desired
to combine the multi-level coding in the iterative decoder to reduce
the latency [48]. It is still up to debate whether LDPC codes can
totally replace the RS codes or be used as inner codes. In order to
use LDPC codes, two requirements must be met. First, they should
have a superior error performance with a very low error floor down
to BER = 10−15. Second, the decoder hardware should have a high
decoding throughput of over 5 Gbps with small circuit area [47],
[49].

In addition to these challenges, designing circuits in the deep-
submicron (e.g. below the 65 nm node) will require following
stricter design rules to increase yield and decrease variations, and
this will likely limit the circuit designers’ and CAD tools’current
level of freedom [50]. While the effects of new design rules may
not be tangible, the problem of global wires is very real. Unlike
transistors and local wires, global wires have not reaped the benefits
of scaling. Compared to device scaling of approximately 0.7, global
wire capacitance (per length) scales at a factor of 0.9, its resistivity
is scaling at just over 1.1, and its RC delay is increasing at arate of
close to 2.4 [51]. Placing repeaters (buffers) between wirepartitions
has only slowed down—but not solved the wire delay increase.
However, repeaters also have the unfortunate drawbacks of added
power consumption, and added vias between metal layers to and from
the buffer and wire segments, which makes the routing problem even
harder [52].

Therefore, designs with very high interconnect complexitysuch



as LDPC decoders will be more challenging in future implementa-
tions. Thus, it is critical to have a technique which reducesdesign
dependencies on low-level optimizations in order to achieve the
high throughput and high energy efficiency requirements of future
applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

LDPC codes are appearing in an increasing number of applications,
which have even stricter power and throughput constraints than the
current state-of-the-art, requiring very good error performance. On
the other hand, the benefits of straightforward CMOS scalinghas
been slowed down as the supply voltage, capacitance and wiredelay
will hardly decrease in future deep-submicron technology.Therefore,
innovative algorithms and architectures, i.e. better codeconstruction
methods and efficient decoding algorithms for low error floorperfor-
mance, reconfigurable and multi-standard decoder architectures, and
new decoding algorithms and architectures for ultra low power and
very high throughput applications, are required to keep thespeed and
power requirements within future tight budgets.
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